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1. 

INTRODUCTION 

The customary axiomatic definition of the system of 

ordinary complex numbers may be given as follovrs: ( see Dickson, ( 1 )~~) 

Let a,b,c,d be real numbers. Two couples (a,b) and (c,d) 

are called equal if and only if a=c and b=d. Addition and multi-

plication of t17o couples are defined by the formulas: 

(a,b)+ (c,d) = (a-t-c,b+d) 

(a,b)(c,d) = (ac-bd,ad+bc) 

Addition and multiplication are connnutative and associ-

ative, and the distributive law holds. 

Subtraction is defined as the operation inverse to addition. 

It is always possible and unique. 

Division is defined as the operation inverse to multi-

plication. Division, except by (O,O) is possible and unique: 

(c d) ao+bd ad-be = aa+ b?.' a7-t ba. 

Now· let (a,O) be a, and (0,1) be i. Then 

i 2 = (O,l)(O,l) = (-1,0)=-l 

(a,b) = (a,o) + ( o,b) = (a,o) + (b,O) ( 0,1) = a+ bi 

Thus the set of all real couples, vrith the above defini-

tions, becomes the field of all complex numbers. The theory of 

complex-valued analytic fu_nctions of a complex variable has been 

extensively developed. 

Numbers refer to the bibliography at the end of the papero 



The question next arises as to what occurs if the above 

definitions are applied to couples of complex numbers, and the 

corresponding function theory investigated. This new system 

permits the same definition of the four fundamental operations, 

except that division 1rl.ll not be possible by the couple (a,b} 

if a2.t b~ = (). This occurs if b = :tai, and the system is therefore 

not a fieldo Furthermore, the product of the couples (a,ai) 

and (a,-ai) is (a~-a~,-a~i+aii) =(o,o). Thus nil-factors or 

divisors of zero occur. However, the system is a linear algepra. 

The question in the above paragraph recently occurred to 

Prof. G. B. Price of the University of Kansas, independently of 

others. It was subsequently discovered that Futagawa, (2) and (3), 

has published two articles on the theory of functions of quad-

ruples, Ytl1ich are equivalent to the couples of complex numbers 

considered above. Scorza (4) and Spampinato (5) each have 

presented results concerning a system equivalent to these couples 

of complex numbers except for notation. From the extensive 

literature concerning analytic functions on linear algebras 

in general, mention is made here only of the papers by 

Scheffers (6) and Ringleb (7) and several sections in a book 

by Hille (8). Takasu (9) has presented a theory of functions 

on an algebra which is a generalization of, and includes as a 

special case, the algebra presently being discussed. An article 

by Ward (10) includes an extensive bibliography which eliminates 

the necessity of including a complete set of references here. 

2. 



A simplified notation is obtained by introducing a 

new unit j = ( 0,1). Then 

j 1 : (0,1)(0,1) = (-1,0) = -1. 

The couple (a,b) =(a,o)+(O,b) =(a,O)+(b,O)(O,l) = a+bj 

J. 

will be termed a bicomplex number. This number may also be 

written as a real linear combination of the four units 1, i, j, ij. 

A geometric interpretation is afforded by the four-d:i.mensional 

Euclidean space. 

By squaring the numbers ½(l~ij) and ½(l~ij) it is found 

that they are idempotent elements. A result of Scheffers 

(see Dickson (1) p. 26-27) then states that this system is 

reducible. In fact the numbers e, = ½(l+ij) ,e,. = ie 1 , 

e3 = l(l-ij) ,e4 = ie3 form a basis if real coefficients are 

used, and e 1e3 = e 1e4-=·e~e3 = e2.e4 = O. Then if complex coeffi-

cients are permitted, e 1 and e3 alone form the basis. The 

bicomplex number a+bj is uniquely represented as (a-bi)e 1+(a+bi)e3 • 

Novr cons,ider the bicomplex variable z = x+jy, x and y 

complex. Then z= (x-iy)e,-t-(x+iy)e3 • For convenience let 

x..:.iy = z,, and x+iy = Z:1. Then z = z, e,+ z3 e3 • A fundamental 

result of Ringleb (7) (which he proves for reducible linear 

algebras in general) then states that an analytic function f(z) 

(the analyticity of a fu,11ction of a bicomplex variable will be 

defined in section I.) can be decomposed uniquely into the sum 

of functions analytic in the separate sub-algebras, i.e., 

f(z) =g(z, )e 1+ ::,h(z 3 )e3 , where g : (z 1 ) is an analytic function 

of z1 and h(z 3) is an analytic function of z3 , and that con-

versely if g(z,) is an analytic function of z1, and h(z 3) is 

an analytic function of z3 , then f(z) =g(z, )e1+h(z3 )e.:3is an 



analytic function of z. Here f(z) takes bicomplex values, while 

g(z,) and h (z3 ) take only complex values. Prof. Price indepen-

dently discovered and orally communicated this result for the bi-

complex case. His proof uses pmver series and integration. A 

proof directly based on the definition of an analytic function 

and not using differentials, as Ringleb's proof does, Yrill be 

given in section I. This provides a powerful method for the 

study of analytic functions of a bicomplex variable. This de-

composition actually occurs in Futagawa's work for the special case 

where f(z) is sin z or cos z, .but he makes no use of the decomposition. 

Let z =-z,e,+z3 ~ and 1,,=w,e,;-w3 e3 • Since e,e 3 =0, e.2·=e,, 

and e/=e3 , zw=z,w, e,+z 3w3 e3 • Thus zw=O if and only if z1w1 = o, 
and z3w3 =.O. Thus the product of bro non-zero numbers is zero 

if and only if one of them is a complex multiple of e, and the 

other is a complex multiple of e:p Note also that ze 1 = z, e, and 

ze3 = z3e3 • Thus it will suffice to say multiple-instead of 

complex multiple. The set of numbers which are multiples of e 1 

will be termed the first nil-plane. Similarly the set of numbers 

which are multiples of e 3 will be termed the second nil-plane.~} 

A non-zero number which is a multiple of e, vtlll be termed a first 

nil-factor and a non-zero number which is a multiple of e3 will 

be termed a second nil-factor. By these conventions, the origin 

belongs to both nil-planes, but is not a nil-factor. 

The elementary functions have been discussed by Futagawa. 

However they may well be defined by the formula• f(z)= f(z,)e,+f(z3)e3 , 

See Futagawa ( 2) for a geometric interpretation of the nil-planes. 



vrhere, in the right member, f denotes the elementary function 

whose generalization to bicomplex values is desired, since for 

z complex, z:: ze, ;,- ze~, and thus z, = z 3 = z. In fact, this formula 

provides a natural way of extending every complex-valued function 

of a complex variable into the bicomplex space. 

T\~o immediate generalizations to the bicomplex case of the 

concept of absolute value of a complex nmnber will be employed 

extensively. They are the norm of z = x+jy, denoted by Uzi\, and 

defined as \\z\\ =l\xl'-+ \y\~ and the absolute value of z, denoted 

by \z\ , and defined as \z\ = ,J \x'-+y2j • The norm of z is readily 

seen to be the Euclidean distance norm, and thus satisfies the 

properties required of a norm. The absolute value of z does 

not satisfy the triangle inequality and is zero for the class 

of numbers by which division is not permitted, i,e., when z 

is zero or a nil-factor. (This absolute value is the first 

5. 

modulus in Futaga1va's polar representation of z.) It is fre-

quently convenient to express tzl and \lZ\\ in terms of \z,\ and \z3 \ • 

Thus 

Then \zl O and di vision by z is possible if and only if z1 

and z3 are both non-zero. In the representation of the bicomplex 

number system based on its reducibility, division by z takes a 

particularly simple form, since 



The identity 

is easily verified by expressing both members in terms of the four 

real components of z, or somewhat more conveniently by employ-

ing polar coordinates in the z\- and z3 ~ planes. 

Note that if z is in a nil-plane, say the first, then 

Uzi\= ~\z,l , so that distance in a nil-plane, if measured by the 

absolute value of the complex number zt, differs from distance 

in the bicomplex space by a constant factor. 

Note also that if z = x+jy is a complex number, so that 

y = 0 and z = x, then both \Z\ and l\zll are equal to lxl • 

The first step in the main part ·of this paper will be a 

proof of the previously mentioned decompositio'n theorem due 

to Ringleb, specialized to the bicomple~ case. 

The second section will concern power series and their 

region of convergence. A netv norm, 

which is especially suited to describe the region of convergence 

for a power series, after appropriate normalization, will be 

presented. An improved form of the generalized Taylor's theorem 

will be developed. 

The third section will discuss singularities and zeros. 

The implications from inequalities resembling Cauchy's inequality 

in the complex case and involving the norms and absolute values 

will be investigated, with results which in certain cases differ 

in an interesting way from what might be expected en the basis 

oa a purely formal analogy with the complex case. 

6. 



Section four vrill generalize Cauchy's theorem and 

Cauchy's integral formula to the bicomplex case. Cauchy's 

theorem occurs in Futagavra ( 2) and in Prof. Price I s work, as 

well as in the literature on more general algebras. Cauchy's 

integral formula likewise occurs in Futagawa (2) for a curve 

in a plane parallel to the plane of complex numbers. Prof. 

Price has also established Cauchy's formula for a class of space 

curves. In some cases the formula has l;i as the coefficient and 

in other cases i~J • The present paper will present a criterion 

to distinguish between these cases for plane curves. 

The fifth section answers in the negative, by a simple 

application of the decomposition theorem, the following question: 

7. 

Given in the complex plane a complex-valued analytic function f(z), 

whose natural boundary is a simple closed curve r, is it possible, 

by extending the definition of f(z) to bicomplex values of z, to 

obtain an analytic continuation of f(z), along a path in the bi-

complex space, to points in the complex plane outside of r? An 

affirmative answer to what appears to be the same question is 

given by Fu tagawa ( 3), pp. 80-120. 

The sixth section will present some rather direct ex-

tensions of well-kno1m. results from the complex function theory, 

pointing out some differences that occur. 

The last section will consider a generalized bfucomplex 

variable defined by Takasu·(9), to show that some of the included 

cases are interestingly different and that a special study of them 

is needed to supplement the unified treatment, especially since 

the decomposition theorem of Ringleb is not available in a theory 

including irreducible cases. 



This paper was written as a Ph.D. thesis at the University 

of Kansas under the supervision of Prof. V. Wolontis and many of 

the problems and nQmerous changes have been suggested by him. 

8. 



I. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS - DECOMPOSITION 

Analyticity will now be defined and the decomposition theorem 

proved. The definition and the first part of the proof bear con-

siderable similarity to the corresponding definition and the de-

rivation of the Cauchy-Riemann equations in the theory of functions 

of a complex variable. It will also be discovered that differ-

entiation of an analytic function with respect to z will be equi-

valent to differentiation of the separate components with respect 

to their respective variables, z 1 and z3• 

Throughout this. paper, the topological concepts employed for 

sets of bicomplex numbers will be those of four-dimensional Euclidean 

space. For example, a set of points S will be called open if for 

every z0 in S there exists a K>O such that every z for which 

Uz-ZtiU <. K is also in s. An open connected set will be called a region. 

The set of all bicomplex numbers with this topology will be called 

the bicomplex space. If Tis a region, and if each z in Tis 

written in the form z=-z 1 e1+z 3 e3 , (where e 1 =½(l+ij),e 3 =½(1-ij), 

see pages 3-4), then the set T,of values of z 1 is a region in the 

z,- plane (in the topology of that plane) and the set T3of' values 

of z3 is a region in the z3- plane. These regions T, and T3 will 

be termed the component regions of T. If the regions T, and T3 

are given, the largest region T whose component regions are T, and 

T~ will be termed the product-region of T, and T~. 

It should be observed that for convenience the regions T1 

and T3 have been chosen in the complex z 1- and z3 - planes, 

which are not planes of the bicomplex space. If component-



regions in the space itself are desired, the components z
1
e

1 

and z3 e3 of the nu_mber z, located in the first and second nil-

planes, respectively, should be considered. 

Let z 0 =:x0+jy0 be a bicomplex number. The bicomplex 

variable z ==x+jy will be said to approach Zc:,, and z0 will be 

termed the limit of z if llz-z 0 \\ approaches zero. It may be 

verified that z approaches z0 if and only if x approaches x 0 

and y approaches y" • 

Definition: Let f(z) be!! bicomplex-valued function of 

the bicomplex variable z =x+jy, defined in region !• Let 

z0 be a point in T. Then f(z) will be termed analytic at¾ 

if and only if there exists bicomplex number f 1(z o) ~uch 

for any S>O there exists dc.>O such that 

llf(!):r;:o) - .r'(z.)11 < S 

whenever .l}Z-Zc,Jl<:Je and lz-zof :# O. 

Definition: A function f( z) ·will be termed analytic in 

~region_! if it is analytic at each point of!• 

Theorem: (Decompostion theorem of Ringleb) 

Let f(z) be analytic in a region T, and let T, and T3 

be the component regions of!, in the z,- and Z.:,- planes,~-

spectively. Then there exists~ unique pair of complex-valued 

analytic functions, g(z,) and h(z3), defined in !!_and T~, _!£-

spectively, such that 

(A) f(z) :::::-g(z, )e,+h(z3)e,3 

for all! in.'.!:.• Conversely, if g(z 1) is any complex-valued 

analytic function in~ region!.,_ and h(z~) any complex-valued 

analytic function in a region ·,!!, then the bicomplex-vahted 

10. 



function f(z) defined by the formula (A) is~ analytic function 

of the bicomplex variable in the product""'.region _! of !t and .Th.. 
Proof: Let f(z)=u(x,y)-tjv(x,y). Let z0 =-x0 +jy0 be 

an arbitrary point in T1 and let z approach z0 in such a way 

that y is always equal to Yo, i.e., z = x+jyei. T_hen z-z0 = x-x0 ., 

hence the assumption that lz-z 0 1 ;f O is satisfied for all x~x 0 , 

and 

Z - Z0 

u(x,Yo )- u(xei,Ya) + j v(x.,yo)- v(xo,Yo) 
X - X 0 X - X 0 e 

This tends to a limit if and only if each term tends separately 

to a limit. But this means simply that the complex-valued 

functions u and v of the 'bno complex variables x and y possess 

11. 

at.t av partial derivatives with respect to x, ax and ~X , at x =x. ,Y= Yo, 

and that 

Similarly if z approaches z0 s0 that z-z 0 = (y-y0 )j, i.e., 

z ~x
0
1-jy, it is found that au and. av exist a.t x=xa, Y•Yo and 

. 1'y ay 

f '( ) -(av . auQ Zo - - - J-IY. x=x~))J=jo 

Comparison of the two expressions for f'(z 0 ) gives 

·au - av , av - au ax-ay, ax--ay 

for any point z0 :::: Xc,t jy0 of T. These are the generalized 

Cauchy-Riemann equations. Now, using the representation 



mentioned on pages 3-4· 

vr=f(z) =u+jv =(u-iv)e,+(u+iv)e" 

z = x-rjy = {x-iy )e, +(x+iy )e 3 

and with the notation 

z 1 ==- x-iy z 3 =x+iy 

Then since the partial derivatives of u and v with respect 

to x and y exist in T, the partial derivatives of w, and w3 vrith 

respect to x and y e:;dst in T and 

oiu+. 'J'/ ay 1. rJY 

Using the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations 

aw . a-vi -'=- 1-' .. ay ax ' 
aw3 _ i aw3 -ay - ax 

Since w1 and w3 are analytic functions of x and y, and 

x and y are analytic functions of z1 and z3 , for any point 

z 0 :::xD1-jy O of T, w, and w3 are analytic functions of z1 and z3 • 

Further 

aw·, 1 - i o\l'f1 2: = 8?;, ax 2 ax 2 ax 

ew, = aw, ax+.!!~ == ~•1= -i aw.'-.!)= o az3 ax 8z3 ';fJ' az3 8x 2 ~x \ 2 

~w~= aw3 ax+ aw:scif = aw31_ +i .. i == o az, ax az, ay oz, ax 2 ~x 2 

9W3 = ;;,W3 ax 3Vv3~y ::; ;;)Vt31 + i d1V3L...l.).:: l!!'l 
dZ3 ax az3 az3 ax 2 ox\- 2 ax 
Since these equations hold at all points of the region T, 

12. 



it follows that w-1 is an analytic function of z1 alone and w3 is 

an analytic function of z3 ·alone, in the region T. Then placing 

w 1(z 1 ) =g(z,) for z1in T1 and w.,(z 3)=-h(z 3 ) for z~ in T_,, 

f(z) =-g(z 1 )e,+h(z~)e-3 

and the representation is unique, since w, is uniquely determined 

as u-iv and w~ is uniquely determined as u+iv. 

Conversely if g(z 1 ) is an analytic function of z1 in a 

region T1 of the z1- plane and h(z.3) is an analytic function of 

z3 in a region T3 of the z3- plane, then g(z 1)e1+h(z.)e.:, is 

defined as a function of z ;z,e,+z3 e3 in the product-region of 

the bicomplex space having the components T1 and T
3

• Denoting 

this function by f(z) then, if z0 =z, 0 e,+z: e.;i is a point of T, 

and z a point of T for which lz-z0 l ¥- 0, 

f(z)-f(zo) 
Z - Zb 

Since the right side approaches a limit as 0 , 

and , z3 ~ z/ , then the left side approaches a limit as 

O and )z-zc,j :/= 0, since \z-z0 f = 0 if and only if z 1 ==- z/> or 

Corollary~: Let f(z) be analytic in~ region!~ 

intersects the complex plane. Let S be a set of points in the ------- --- --------- --
intersection of T and the complex plane and let Shave a limit ----------- ---------
point in this inter~ection. Suppose that for all z ins, f(z) ----- - -------- --
assumes complex values. · Then f(z) assumes complex values for 

the intersection of _! and the complex pla.ne and f( z) 

may be defined for value in the components _!1 and ; of ! 

13. 
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that the Ringleb decomposition formula becomes 

Proof: By the Ringleb decomposition theorem f(z)=g(zl)e1th(z 3 )e~ 

for z in T. For z = X-t-jy in S, z is complex and y == O. Then 

z, =- x-iy =-x, z 3 =X+iy =x, and z =-z, == z3 = t, ~rhere t is a new-

complex variable introduced for convenience. For each z ins, 

f(z) is a complex number, and thus g(z ,) =f(z) and h(z 3 ) =f(z), 

or f( t) ::rg( t) =-h( t). Now S has a limit point in the complex 

plane. Thus g(t)Sh(t). Thus g(z 1 ) =h(z 3 ) whenever z 1 ==-z'1. 

But z 1 = z 3 for all z in the complex plane. Thus if z has a 

value tin the intersection of T and the complex plane, f(t)= 

=g(t)e1+-g(t)e3 =g(t) or f(z) =f(z)e 1;-f(z)e~, and f(z) 

assumes complex values ·there. 

Now for every val~e of z1 in T1 for -which .f(z,) is not 

already defined (recall that the complex values for which f(z) 

is defined are those of T; compare pages 9-10), define f(z,) = g(z 1); 

and for every value of z 3 in T,3 for which f(z 3 ) is not already 

defined, define f( z 3 ) =h( z 3). Then f( z 1 ) is an analytic function 

of z, in T, and f(z 3 ) is an analytic function of z3in T3 • 

Thus f(z) =f(z 1)e11-f(z 3 )e3 for z in T. 

Corollary _g. 
df dg dh 
-d =-d 8 1 -t- -d 8 3 Z z1 Z3 

Proof: By direct substitution of results obtained in 

the course of proving the theorem 



_ddf = f'(z)=.i!! + jl!. = (iE - i av)e+(~+i.i!.le Z oX iX . 3X 3X I oX ax) .3 

Remark: If f(z) is analytic in a region T, then the 

decomposition formula f(z) = g(z ,)e1+h(z3 )e3 will automatically 

define an analytic function, coinciding with f(z) in T, at all 

point.a of the product region of TI and T3 , which in general 

will include points not in T. This trait of the bicomplex 

function theory has no counterpart in the theory of functions 

of a complex variable. 

The decomposability of a function is in itself a rather 

strong requirement, as shown by the following. 

Remarks Let f(z) be a:ny bicomplex-valued function of 

a complex variable, ioe., a bicomplex-valued function defined 

if and only if z ia in the complexo plane. Then if it be re-

quired that f(z) be extended into the bicomplex space in such 

a way that f(z) is decomposable as f(z) = g(z, )e 1+h(z 3 )e,3, 

then .the extension ie already uniquely determined. This follows 

from the fact that for z in the complex plane, z = z, = z 3 and the 

definition of f(z) for these values determines g(z,) and h(z3 ) 

in their entire domains of definition, the complex z,- and 

z3 - planes, respectively. Thus f(z) is determined in the entire 

bicomplex apace. Of course if f(z) is analytic the continuation 

will be analytic. 

Oorollarys If f(z) and F(z) are two analytic functions 

of the bicomplex variable z which are equal for all complex values 

of z, the functions are equal for all bioomplex values of z. 

The above remark and its corollary could be generalized in 

various ways. 



II. POWER SERIES AND TAYLOR'S THEOREM 

Definition: 
\< 

l~t aw= ~¾• The aeries &l!_ be said to converge if 

£E.!. ~_lO exists ,!!!: integer !! that for all m1n>N, JJsm-Bttll<E:o 

will be useful to show that :Ea., converges if and only if ~,bri 
t\~o ., .. 

and ~ . cr\ converge in the ordinary sense. Therefore let :Z: at\ 

converge •. Let eK1::ptite,+qtt;o Since ¾::b11e,+ctte3 , 

sk =fat\ =-(~bt\) e,tl~ c") e~• Thus p = ~b"' and q"' = -:Ee". ra•o n=-o \r\::o • -.-, ~•o 

· Now sn\-sl'\ =" (Pftl.-Pn} e, t (q_-q-) 83 and Us-.-s"'u =:b,vµ,..,.-P.._\ i;-\qltl-qh\?. <. £_ 

for m,n>No Thus lP"'P"I .c:. e'/2. and 14,.,;-4"\<£1'2. Therefore 
o0 00 

2. br\ and 2 c. converge. ~:o lrO .. 
o4 ao 

Conversely let S,;bt\ and cl'\ converge. Then for £. ')' 0, 
n=-o 11=-~ . 

there exi ate N, such that l,P~Pl\l < E. for m,n >N I and N~ such 

that lq~-q"J<t for m,n;ii-Na.o Then for N=max(N0 N1), these 

inequalities both hold for m,n >N. Thus Usnrs.J}<. t,for m,n >N 
QC) 

and an converges. 
tt::o 

00 
Definition: Let ~

0
9.;i be _!! series of bicomplex terms, and 

k 
let sk =-~al\. The series will be said to converge to the sum S 
-- 11.:-0 

if for E10 there exists an integer N such that for k~N, UsK-SU<t. 

It is easily verified that a series is convergent if e.nd 

only if the series converges to a sums, and that 
o0 00 

where P = 2b'I\, Q =r :E c". 
"::-i) a,=-• 

OQ 

Now let denote a power series. It converges if and 
00 00 

only if br\z/1 and c'tlz3 rt converge, from the above analysis, 

since a"z 11
:::. (b"e11'cf\e3 )(z._e.-t~e.:,)n= (b11z."' )e,+ {ct\z~t)e5, 



Definition: ~~of all interior points .2f. fil 
.2f. points !!hi£h. .! power series i.!!, convergent .!:!!ll J?2_ termed 

region of convergence. of power series. 

It follows from the Ringleb decomposition theorem that 

a convergent power series represents an analytic fum.ction in its 

region of convergence. 
QO 00 

Since b .. z~ and .:E c .. z 3" are complex power series IJ.:: 0 ., II. .. o ,, 

they will have radii of convergence, which may be zero or in.-
oo ' 

finite. Let the radius of convergence of ~ob"z~ be R1 and the -radius of convergence of ::Ec"z; be R3 • If R1=0 then the set 
. n1ro -of points of convergence of .:Ea~z" is restricted to the second 

t\::o 

nil-plane and if R, ::;O to the first nil-plane. In these two 

cases the• region of convergence as defined above will be empty. 

If R, ,R'3 0 however, then the set of points of convergence 

contains a hypersphei:e, JlzU .c:: k for some k > O, centered at the 

origin, and the region of convergence is not empty. Let 

or 
z = (R, e, + R3 e3 )s = R1 3,e,+Ra33e3 • 

c:,o - rt rt Then the series a,/1 ::: ar\(R, e, + R3 e3 )s converges for 
l'\CO l'l:iO · 

1 !,}< 1 and \.~31<:l. Thus a power series may be normalized to 

unit radii of convergence of both component power series. 

It seems desirable to be able to describe the region of 

convergence in terms of z itself, particularly in terms of a norm 

such that the series converges when the norm is less than some 

constant and diverges when the norm is greater than this constant. 
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Since llzll == ft~ lz,\~ + \z3)1 , it is seen that this norm fails to 

describe the region of convergence for the normalized power series. 

For if ~, \ 1 and \z~ \ < 1, then l\z\\-'. l, and if }z,\ = \z3\ = 1, 

then llzll = 1. But if \z3\::: 0 and 1 < \z,\< rr ' ,then 1rz\\ .L.. 1. The 

problem is solved by the following theorem, which is applicable 

when R1 = R3 =-R, which is the case when the power series ha.a been 

normalized, and which is in particular the case whenever the 

series represents a. function which is complex whenever z is complex, 

Theorems Let 

N(z) :: · Uzllat y (lzfl4- - lzl4 
00 M is norm, and if al\z11 is !. power series 

) " 
whose component series b"z.'1 and Cvt z~" (an= bn,e,+ctie.l) 

l'\S-0 - \o\1=~ \I 
oO 

both~ !h!_ radius of. convergence !!i!:Q, al'\zri 

converges !:Qr. N(z)< R diverges for N(z) >R. 

Proofs Substituting 1tzJ/ = -=k_1tz,f~· + !z3j~ and 

\ z) = ~\z,\ .. lz3} in the expression for N(z) gives 

N(z) = i/tc /zd1 + \z3J 2- )+ 1¼( (Z1l~ + IZ3f 2 )'). - Jz,1 2 Jz3I'- = 
= 1½ fj /z, 1 i + )z3J ~)+Ve fz,1-.Z. -lzsl :a. ,:a.]= max( I z ,I , jz3]) 

00 

Hence, if N(zJ-<R, both jzal <Rand }z.3j.(. Rand a,..z" 

converges, whereas if N(z) > R, either }z,) or Jz3 ) will be 

greater than R, hence the series must diverge. 

Using the above represe~tation of N(z), it is immediately 

verified that N(z) is a norm and also that N(zw)~N(z)N(w). 

Also the following inequalities may be verified 



Each of the equations /lzlf = N(z) and \zl =- N(z) is satisfied if' 

and only if /z,) ..., lz3\ (which is then also equal to \z\ ), hence 

in particular when z is complex. The equation N{z)-::- \lzlll'a is 

satisfied if and only if' z is a nil-factor (i.e., z 1 = 0 or z 3 = 0 }. 

The existence of a Taylor series is demonstrated by 

Futagawa (;), without the use of the Ringleb decomposition. 

His,, conclusion is that the aeries is absolutely convergent in 

the hypersphere of radius one-fourth the distance from the point 

of expansion (the center of the hypersphere) to the boundary of 

the region T of' analyticity of the function. Prof. Price has 

verified the existence of a Taylor series in a neighborhood of a 

point of Tusing Cauchy's formula for a curve lying in a plane 

through the point and having the point in its interior. Taylor 

series in more general systems are discussed by several authors. 

With the use of the decomposition theorem and the above norm, N(z), 

it is possible to show that the region of convergence not only 

contains the hypersphere of radius equal to the distance from the 

point of expansion to the boundary of the region T but actually 

extends outside of this hypersphere in certain directions. 

The actual process of expanding an analytic funct.ion as 

a power series may he carried out without employing the decompo-

sition directly, as is evidenced by 

Taylor's Theorem: Let !.(tl be analytic in _!l!; four-

dimensional region !, 2 ill °' ! point 2f. !• f(tl 

may be expanded !!!. ! generalized Taylor series about point 

f(z) = f(oc')+~f{o<)+(z-p"f''(caj+ ,,, +<~~lt\)(~+ ••• , 
1. 2. n. 

wherever fill!_! defined~ 2 series 1:!, convergent._ Y: £ 

!! greatest lower 2f. llz-o<II .! _!l!; boundary point of .I, 
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above series f2.!:. llil_ converges for N(z) c:.(Vg. 

In particular this implies convergence in the hypersphere Uz- 0(11<. d. 

Proofs By the Ringleb decomposition theorem 

and also 

in· T. Then 

in T. Let . «•O(',e1 + o<3e3 be a point in T. Then,. by Taylor' a 

theorem for the complex case, 

(A) g(z,) = g(o<.)t z,-t<i g '( o<,)t- •• , i' (z1-o<',)t\ gt\~c¥;)+ , .. 
1 \ n1 

and 

R, and R~, are not zero because of the openness of T. There 

exists a point B, in the z 1- plane such that \,81 -of1\ == R1 and 

g.( z 1) has a singularity for z 1 =,a,. Then f ( z) is singular for 

z=,6\e,t-oe"383• Thus ,,c,e,e,-to<3e3)-oe')l'2.d or Jl(,6\-oe-,)etll~d. 

But IK,9, - c(,) e I II = -J- j.S, - o<, I = ½ Therefore ;::d or R 1 "?. dl,,'I. 

By similar reasoning, R3 "2.d'VF. 

Now consider the series 

(o) f(c:>(')+ f '(o<)+ I"+ (z-7)~ f()''to<)+ O I 

1. n. 
The series (i) has the component series (A) and (B), and thus 

(0) converges for z:: z I e 1tz 3e~ if' and only if (A) and (B) both 

converge. Then (A},(B), and hence (0), certainly converge for 

N(z)<.d'Yr. and for those points of the set N(z)< d'Vfwhich belong 

to T, the sum of the aeries (o) is g(za)~+h(z3)e3 = f(z). 

Moreover, since N{z) ~l~\\1'.2, the inequality N{z)<. tl'\/I holds 

in particular for Uzll < d. 



Remarkss This conclusion does not mean that (0) diverges 

for N(z)>d~. This is the case, however, if R 1 ==R3 ::::::dl'2, which 

shows that no better general conclusion is possible • . Convergence 

for UzJI c::: d is not the best possible conclusion, which brings out 

the fact that a power series with a bounded region of convergence, 

hence .representing a function which cannot be analytic for all 

values of z, always converges for some points which are more 

distant from the point of expansion than the nearest singularity, 

if distance is measured in the sense of the Euclidean norm. 
00 

Definition: The series ife8:n,, !n_ bicomplex 
00 

numbers, !,! termed absolutely convergent if nliflenM is convergent. 

I~ may be verified that a necessary and sufficient 
00 

oondi tion for absolute convergence of the series a"' is the t,::o ,, 
00 00 
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absolute convergence of the component series, S bl\ and '$: ctt, since 
h=o rvo 

1 bnl fb"t\f;z.t/chl'Z. = llYIVi"" and \c._\ 1\b~la. + }ctl\i = \18-nU'Y2, 
and conversely 

A power series is absolutely convergent in its region of convergence. 
c;t:, 

Definition: Let ~¾. be seri~s of bicomplex ~-
co 

series will ~ . said .E! quasi-absolutely convergent if la.,\ 
ft=o 

converges. 

If for some integer N all an for n ;>N are nil-factors, then 

the series ~a- will be quasi-absolutely convergent even though r,=cr .. , 
the series itself may diverge. However, if for some N there exists 

k~O such that \\at\\\~ k \a,,\ for n>N, then the quasi-absolute con-

vergence will imply absolute convergence. This condition will be 

shown to hold if the a r\ are in a plane through the origin (for 



definition of a plane see page ;7) which does not have 8IJY other 

point in common with a nil-plane. Of course if the plane inter-

sects a nil-plane in a line, then the a~may lie along the line 

and quasi-absolute convergence will not imply convergence. 

The proof will use the following: 

Lemma. Let a,b,c,d be complex numbers and let cx+dy be 

different from zero for all real (x,y)~ (o,o). 

is bounded for all real (x,y)#(O,O) 

Then F(x,y)= axTbY 
cx+cly 
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Proof: If x -=-0 1 F _b --. d For x ;': 0, 1 et l. = >.• 
X 

Then F ::- a+b>, 
Ctd~ I 

where A is real. Consider A as a complex variable. Then Fis a 

linear fractional transformation which takes the real axis into 

a straight line or a circle. Since c+dA#O for real~ the real 

axis transforms into a circle. Thus Fis bounded for (x,y)F(O,o). 

Now let the points a" lie in a plane through the origin 

which has no other point in common with a nil-plane. Then each 

~maybe expressed in the form lP<+m,8, where 1 and mare real, 

o( and ,8 are fixed bicompJ.ex number a which are not zero or a nil-

factor, and lo<+m.s is not zero or a nil-factor except for l== m-=O. 

Let 0(=-o(je1 -roe3e3 , and ,.8 •~1e, +-,e3e3 • Then 

lllo<tm~n = ~:y llo<,-t- m,8,\"- + ll-<3t mfi.al'I. 
and 

Then 

Thie will be bounded if and only if 

is bounded. Since '.P'tm~ is never a nil-factor or zero except when · 



1 = m ~o, each term is bounded by the lemma for either 1 or m 

different from zero. Let the bound be k. If 1:: m = 0, then 

\ll«tm~\\ = jl«tm~\ = O. Thus in all cases II l,,.,tm,B\\ k )lc<+m~l 

and quasi-absolute convergence implies absolute convergence, 

which in turn implies convergence. 



III. SINGULARITIES A.."flffi ZEROS 

Definition: ! point !!11. be called !. singularity of 

!, function ili}_ if !!. !_ boundary point of !. region ! in 

ili}_ is analytic if does !!_ region includ-

ing ! containing !Ee. !. function ili2. analytic in !Bi 

coinciding ili}_ in !• point will called !. ~-

movable singularity if described and ili2. do exist. 

Note that a removable singularity is not a singularity. 

The decomposition theorem of Ringleb leads at once to the 

result that f(z) =g(z 1 )e,+ h(z 3 )e3 can have a singularity at 

z = z«> = z1° e1+ zg e3 if and only if g(z,) has a singularity at 

z 1 ::: z,0 or h(z 3 ) has a singularity at z~ =- z 3 • But then it 

follows that f(z) has a singularity at every point of the inter-

section of the closure of the region of analyticity of f(z) and 

one of the nil-planes with respect to z 0 ,i.e., the set of points 

which are of the form z 0 +of for ot in a nil-plane. 

isolated singularities. 

Since a. function f(z) with a singularity at the origin 

can have no point of analyticity in one of the nil-planes, f(z) 

will be said to be singular in that nil-plane, even though all 

points of the nil-plane will in general not be boundary point.a 

of the region Tin which f(z) is analytic. 

A hypersphere }lz-z0 JJ<. k, for some k>O, will be referfed 

to as a neighborhood P 1 of the point z~• 
t 

Definitions A neighborhood Pt of a point minus the nil-- - --------
planes respect .i2_ the point will _£! called ;: pseudo-neighbor-

E. 2f point. The neighborhood will called the 

associated neighborhood . .Q!.f• 

24. 



Definition: Let f(z) be analytic in~ pseudo-neighborhood 

of z =- z0 -= z, 0 e 1+ z; e2 • Then f ( z) will be said to have pole of 

order at most n, where n is a non-negative integer, in the nil-

planes with respect to ~0 if both g(z,) has~ pole of order at 

most n at z1: z, 0 and h( zg) has a pole of order at most n at 

z~~z;. If both g(z 1) and h(z~) have a pole of order n at these 

points, then f( z) will be said to have a pole of order nl 

Here a point of analyticity in the complex planes, and 

hence also in the bicomplex space, has been referred to as a 

pole of order zero. 

In the theory of functions of a complex variable, the 

inequalities \f( z )\ M, If( z )I·\ z\"<- M, and (f( z )\ M \z\ holding 

in a neighborhood of the origin were shown to imply that f(z) 

has at the origin a removable singularity, a pole, and a zero, 

respectively. 

These res11lts motivate using the norm and the absolute 

value in assuming similar in~qualities in the bicomplex space 

to hold in a pseudo-neighborbood of the origin and investigating 

the effect on the function. Because \\z\\~N(z) (lz\\)'i, the norm 

N(z) may be substituted in an.y of these inequalities for z 

and the conclusion will be unchanged. This of course includes 

. substituting N ~(zU for (ff(z~I. 

The first step might be to assume that f(z) is analytic 

in a pseudo-neighborhood P of the origin and that \\f ( z )\\ '-M 

in P, then prove that g(z 1) and h(zj) have removable singularities 

25. 



at their respective origins, and that therefore f(z) has a re-

movable singularity at all points of the intersection of the nil-

planes with the associated neighborhood P. This can be doneo 

However it is included in the following perhaps unexpected more 

general theorem, since for llzJl<:.l, then}lf(z)IJ 0 }lzW'~llf(z)ll<-Mo 

Theorems @ be analytic in .! pseudo-neighborhood 

!: of origin and let 
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in!: !Q!. .! positive integer a, where M !!. .! positive constant. 

lli.l has !. removable singularity at all points 2f the 

intersection of the !E:.1.-Pl~es with the associated neighborhood~. 

Thie theorem may be proved directly, but will be proved 

as a corallary of the next theorem. 

Since the boundedness of llf(z)II• fl~( in a pseudo-neighbor-

hood of the origin is too strong a restriction on f(z) to permit 

singularities, the next step might be to weaken this assumption 

by replacing one of the norms or both by the absolute value, 

first checking the restriction on f(z) of the boundedness of 

lf{z)) in a pseudo-neighborhood of the origin. Again this is 

included in a more general 

Theorems @ analytic in .! pseudo-neighborhood !: 

of the origin and 

l r < z) I • 11 z 11 \'l< M 

!!! f, where E: !!, .! positive integer M. is !. positive constant. 

Then there are two cases: -----
!.• l,f(z)\ s O in!:, but @ may be singular in.! 

nil-plane. 



Case g_. · !(tl has !_ removable eingulari ty at all points 

of intersection 2£. the nil-planes the associated neigh-

borhood E.• 
Proof: If f(z)"¢o in P, then there exists a point 

z :::-ae,+be 1 in P such that a~ O,b~O,h(b) = cfO. Then for 

z 3=b and O <lz 1\ <. }a}, 

jf( z)j • Jlzj/11 = ,Jtg(z,) J • Jcl ~~\z, \ :z +lbl ~:M 
or 

for O < }z1J < lal. Therefore g(z,) has a removable ,singularity 

at z, =-0. Similarly h(z.3) has a removable eingulari ty at z3 =o. 
Therefore f(z) has a removable singularity at all points of the 

intersection of the nil-planes with the associated neighborhood P '. 

Proof of the preceding theorems Since 

jf(z)J,. ifzJI~ Jlf(z)}l • ftzl/"< M, either the conclusion is already 

proved or else Jf'(z)J = 0 in P. But then f(z):: g(z 1 )e, or 

f(z) :=a h(z3 )e3 , say g(z, )e,. The~ for . z:J ==b=I=~ 

or 

~(z 1 )l Ubll ~= 1'illf(z)Jl' lfbR \1<. M~ 

Mtf 
\g(z1 )f < flbJ/r\ 

Therefore g(z,) has a removable singularity at the origin and 

the conclusion is prQved in any case. 

Theorem i !.(tl be analytic in !_ pseudo-neighborhood 

E, Q.t origin let 

Jlf(z)ll • Jzl., < M 

in.!:, where ,a is.! positive integer ~M !! !_ positive constant. 

Then f(z) has.! pole~ order at most [~in the nil-planes, 



where fa\ = !! if n is even and f!f\ _ !!::!. if n is odd. Further, L2J 2 - - - - - L2J - 2 - - - -
if .!! ll odd, 

]\f'(z)}\ · \zl~-I 

i:!_ bounded .!!! ™ neighborhood 2£.. origin. 

Proof: 

or 

~g(z 1)\'1-+)h(z 3)\j • (z,)Y\jz:\} 11 <2M~ 

for z in P. Let z:ae1tbe3be a point in P. Then a~O and b~Oo 

Let z 3 ::r band O < jz 1j <.½\at, then z =z 1e,+z 3e3 is in P. Then 
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J~cz,~~;. tz1I" :: \g(z,)1 2 lzil~!S[g(z,~l-+ lh(b)l~ lz,\~< 111~ 
for O< lz,\ <.½la\. Thus [g(z,]~ has a pole of order at most n 

at z 1 :: O. Therefore g(z ,) has a pole of order at most 00 at 

z t = Oo Similarly h(z3 ) has a pole of' order at most l~ at z3 = O. 

Thus f(z) has a pole of' order at most [~ in the nil-planes. 

Further if n= 2r+l, where r is an integ.er, then [m ::: r 

and jg(z,)I · fz/' <. N and lh(z 3){ •lz.i( 4- Pin some neighborhood 

of their respective origins, where N and Pare positive constants. 

This last part of the proof also serves to show that the 

conclusion of the theorem is the best possible. 

Theorem: Let f.hl analytic !!! .! pseudo-neighborhood f 
2f. origin~ let 



_!!! E., where_!! is !!:_ positive integer and Mis .! positive constant. 

Then there are two cases. -- --- -- -- ---

nil-plane. 

9™ g_. _ilil has a pole of order at mo st n in the nil-

planes in~ associated neighborhood~. 

Proof: .If )f(z)) = o, then lf'(z)\ • \z\ n ::0 <-M. 

If \f ( z) I ¥ 0, then g ( z 1 ) ¥ 0, and h( z .:1) 0, Then there 

exists z =-ae,+be3 in P such that af(), bt0, · and h(b) == c ~o. 
Let z 3 -==b and O <.Jz,l <. ½fal, then z=z,e,+z 3e~ is in P. Now 

\ f ( Z) I • l Z \ " = l \g ( Z 1 ) I • ) h( Z ~) l • \ Z, \ rt • I Z 3 \ '1 4 M 

for z in I!, or 

0 \z,\ <. ½\a\. Thus g(z 1 ) has a pole of order at most n at 

· z 
1 
= o. Similarly h( z has a pole of order ·at mo at n at z3 == o. 

Therefore f(z) has a pole of order at most n in the nil-planes. 

Remarks If f(z) =.~ then \f(z)\,\z\~::::: 1 for all z in 

the pseudo-neighborhood of the origin. Thus the conclusion of 

the theorem is the best possible. 

Theorem t !.(.tl analytic in .! pseudo-neighborhood f 
2£. the origin. ~ · !.(.tl has .! pole of order _!! in the nil-planes 

,!! !ill!. only if lf(z)zt\l approaches !. lli _!!~approaches 

origin. 

Proofs In P,\r(z)z~ =: ~lg(z 1 )\ • lz,\.,.\h(z.,)} •\z3lh. ~s z 

approaches zero, z 1 and z2 approach zero independently. Thus 

\f(z)z'i approaches a finite non-zero limit if and only if 



}g{z, )\ · lzl' and \h(z:,)\ · \z 3 \ri approach finite non-zero limits. 

This means g(z 1) has a pole of order n at z,~o and h(z3 ) has 

a pole of order n at z 3 = o, or f(z) has a pole of order n in 

the nil-planes. 

Definition: f(z) be analytic!!!.! neighborhood of 

the origin •. Then !.W_ will ba said to have a. zero of order at 

least!!, !! !!_ !! poa~tive integer, the origin g: a.nd 

only if J2.Q1h ili.J. £2 !_ ™ 2£_ order at !!: at z 1 = 0 and 

h(z4 ) h!,! .! zero 2f. ~at~ a at zg= o. 
Theorems Let !.W_~ analytic in.! pseudo-neighborhood E, 

2f. origin, and let 

}lf(z)JI M\\z\\n. 

in~, where!! is .! positive integer and !1 is positive constant. 

Then !.W_ has .!. ™ of at !! & origin. 

Proof, Since for \lzll < 1, \lf(z)\\ Ml\zl\ .._~ M, f(z) has a 

removable singularity in the nil-planes. As z approaches zero, 

f(z) approaches zero. Therefore redefine f(O) =g(O) =h(O) =O,. 
and f(z) is then analytic in the associated neighborhood P1 

•. 

;o. 

Let zi =O and z=z I e 1 be in P. Then f(z) -=-g(z, )e,, and llzU =\'21z,) • 
Therefore \lf(z)I) .::ff ~(z, )I~ MllzlJ)t = 2.q-M lzl or lg(z, )15:. 2TM \z,1~. 

Thus g(z 1) has a zero of order at least n at z 1= o. Similarly 

h(z,3) has a zero of order at least n at z 3 = o. Thus f (z) has a 

zero of order at least n at z =O. 

The conclusion is beet possible, for if f(z)=z~, then 

llf'(z)II =~lz,1:\" +lz3j~" MUzl\11 =M IJW1z,)'-+ lz311" for M= (fl!)"-~ 

since Jz.ta" + Jz3t~ ~,i"" + lz,3])\. • 



Theor,em: Let f.{tl .!?! analytic in .! neighborhood E, of 

the origin let 

l}f(z)\\ M \z\ Y\ 

!.!! !:., ,!!; is .! positive integer M. !!_ .! positive constant. 

f(z) =O for !. in !:• 
Proofs Let z 3 =0 and z\el be in P, then lzl =O and thus 

j}r(z)JJ•o. Therefore h(0)==-0 and g(z 1)=0 for z 1e1 in P. 

Similarly h(z 3 ) :::0 for z., e, in P. Thus f (z) =0 for z in P. 

Theorem& Let f.{tl be analytic in!. neighborhood!: of' 

the origin and 1-tl 
\f(z)\ -S. , M\z\>1 

inf, .!!: is §. po.sitive integer and M !! .! positive constant. 

l· lr(z)\ = o 

Proofs If . \f(z)\ =O, then \f'(z)\ .S.. M\ zl" o 

If \f(z)I ¥"0, then g(z,) :to and h(z3 ) -/=O. Then for some 

z =ae,+ce3 in P; a:/0, o:-/:0, g(a)=b;'O and h(c)=d,=O. Since 

for z in P 

or . 

Now let z3 =c and lz,\ <½\al• then z =-zl e1;. z3 e3 is in P 

and \g(z1 )\ • Id I :S. M2 lz,\VI. loll\ or \g(z 1 M~f I z1 I"• Thus g( z,) 

has a zero of order at least n at z,=0. Similarly h(z3 ) has a 

zero of order at least n at z3== (}),.· Then the conclusion follows. 

The conclusion is best possible, for if f(z).z'rl, then 

lf (z)I-=: \z •\" lzsl" : B\z ,\ • \Z3 r =: lzl I'\ 



Theorem: .!'..!.tl be analytic in neighborhood E, 

.Q.f. origin 2 
lf(z)\ MUz\\ 

in,!:, where llll~ positive integer and !1 is~ positive 

constant. Then lf(o)i = 0 S?f orders .Q.f. the 

zero a of component functions at respective origins 

!! at least 2n. 

Proof: Suppose first that g(O) ==b:#0. Let z 1 = 0 

and 

or 

Thus h(z3) has a zero of order at least 2n at zJ=O. 

Now suppose g(z,) has a zero of order m<2n. Then 

liml~\ =b>O. Now let z 1:z3 for z-:::z 1e1tz3e3 in P. Then z,'-' { 
lim filial\= b ~O, and there exists a ,{ ;.,O such that for \z 3j< .J, 

Z,3..0 Z\ .. ' r-------,. ---- I'\ ,, .. : "'~½. Since -y'~(z3)h(z3)[~M~i\z3!1.+lz3 \~ ==Mlz 3ln, 
the~ h( z.3 )l l MPz jz 3J4"-'II'\ 2Mi. !z3}~~-w,,, for lz3\ J • 

. g(z.3 z~l b 
Thus h(z3) has a zero of order at least 2n-m: at z, .. o. In any 
case the sum of the orders ia at least 2n. 

The conclusion is beat possible, for if f(z)-;:r ~.""' e,+z;"-WW\e3 , 

then )f(z)\ .:11zit"Wllz3,~n-~~1[tzll ~1"{2Jitt•M= [fiJ!zm~ 

since lz,l ~tizHJ2 and lzsf*lztlV2• 
Remarks A function f(z) which has a zero at the origin has 

the further interesting property that for z in the intersection 

of the first nil-plane and the region of analyticity of f(z), 

the function f(z) has a value which is a first nil-factor, and 



correspondingly for the second nil-plane. For if f(O) =O, then 

g(O)=h(O)=O and for z in the first nil-plane z3 == O, so that 

f(z) = g(z1.)e1 • 

:;;. 



IV INTEGRATION 

Let O be a rectifiable curve connecting the two distinct 

points a and b of the bicomplex space. Let 01 be the set of 

values which z, takes for all z on C, and let 03 be the set of 

values which Zj takes for z on c. 0 1 will be called the pro-

jection of O on the z1- plane. If C is contained in a region T, 

then o, is contained in the component region T1 and 03 in the 

component region T3 o 

A, straight line in the .bicomplex space is defined ae the 

set of poihts z= k.<t'{l-k~,8, where k ia real and o<and ,a are two 

distinct points. Decomposing the defining formula into its 

components, one verifies that_ a straight line projects into a 

straight line or a po~nt. Therefore if o· is a rectifiable curve, 

01 and 03 are also rectifiable curves. 

Let further zi,i; 0,1,2,•••,n be n+l distinct points on 

the curve c, where z0 -- a, z~:::: b and Zj_ is ei tuated on O between 

Zi-l and Zi+i as C is tra~ed from a to b; finally, let f(z) be 

;4. 

a function analytic at all points of o, including its end points a and b. 

Definition: Consider the expression 
\'\ 

Sn =: :Ef(s1·><Z.i,-.Z.s.-•) i•I . I 

where .£. is 2 arbitrary point 2!!. the section of Q. which connects 

2 and denote J2l. 1:u,,_ the max llz1-z; ... ,ll • Let the number. 
l,,, ... ,"' 

2f points 3 2!!:. £ to infinity in way Jm. tends 

to ~• Sn, (~ to exist and be the 

all sequences of subdivisions) will be called the integral of -- -------- ------------
!.{..tl along £ .!: to denoted by ,(;f(z)dz. 



and 
s,"' = ~g( 5

1
i)(zf -z:- 1 ),s

3
., = ~h( ~; )(zi _zi-1 ) 

\=& 1':1 .53 3 3 

AAtends to -zero if and only if b,~ and b~ tend to zero. From 

the theory of functions of a complex variable, 

lim S ;" = [ g(z, )dz, ; lim s: == f h(z 3 )dz3 "_.oo Ci h .. oo C3 
Sinoe these limits exist, lim ~exists and 

11-ttCIO 

Jcr(z)dz = [~;(z, )dz1 e1 +({:(z3)dz{h• 
A number of elementary properties of the integral may be 

verified from the definition. Among them that if C is divided 
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at a point of O into two curves 0 1 and on, then f f(z)dz = L f(z)dz + ( f(z)dz. 
C c.• Jc.'' 

Then the integral over a closed rectifiable curve in a given direction 

may be defined by taking two distinct points on C and combining 

the integrals over the separate parts of C in the given direction. 

If the closed curve is traced in the opposite direction, the value 

of the integral will of course be the negative of the previous. 

Oauchy1 s Integral Theorem: ~Q be.! closed rectifiable 

curve ,!a .! simply connected region !, and let t{!l ]?,! analytic in !• 

Jr(z)dz == O. 

Proofs Let 0 1 and 03 be the projections of O on the z,- and 

z3 -plane, respectively. Since Tis simply connected the component 

regions T1 and T'l are simply connected. Now 

fcr(z)dz '= a~(z, )dzl e, + fi!(z3)dz~e3 
The quantities in brackets are zero. (See Bieberbach (11), page 108, 

for an argument showing that Cauchy1 s theorem holds for rectifiable 

curves which, as 01 and o3 may intersect themselves.) 



Definitions Let .Q. be rectifiable 2m in bi complex 

space whose projections 2.t !!!i in the z1 - and z,1-planes, !.!-

specti vely, simple closed curves. ! Q in this 

!.!ll. be called !. P-curve. 

Since 0 1 and 03 are simple closed curves, a P-curve is 

a simple closed curve. 

Definition: Let Q. P-curve and 1 et z = z I e ,± z qe3 

be !. point is !a interior 2.f. Q, and is iE-, the 

interior of 0~ Define interior .!. of P-curve Q !!!. the 

totality 2f.. ill_ points z satisfying this condition. 

This last definition has been given by Profo Price. 

Definition: Q. be !. P-curveo As traced in 

positive direction in the z,a-plane, is ordinary complex 

plane, Q. will be traced in !. certain directiono Designate 

direction!!!_ the principal direction 2E_ 2.• 
Definition, Q !. P-curve. As Q is traced in~ 

principal direction, 2J_ will tra.c ed in !. certain direction 

in the z,-plane. If this direction is positive, designate Q !!;! 

!. P-plus ~• If it is negative, designate Q. !. P-minus ~• 

The proof of the next theorem requires the following 

Lemma~ i j z =- z 1 e, -z3 e.3 

Proofs ij z =r ij(x+jy)::--iy+ix j=(-iy-i(ix~ e 1-t-£-iy+i(ixTiel 

=(x-iy)e1 -(x+iy)e3 == z, e,-z3 ~ 

Then, of course, ij f(z) =- g(z 1 )e 1-h(z3 )e,3 

Theorems (Cauchy's Integral Formula) Let Q. be!. P-curve 

2_ let !.(tl be analytic in· its interior I and continuous 



. closure 2£. !.• Let !. £!!. !& point in the interior ! of £• 

If g_ is!. P-plus curve, 
I 

f(z) = ( f(w)dw 
'l..'lfi Jc w - z 

where Q. is traced!!!, the principal direction. 

If C is a P-minus curve --------
( ) 

_ _L ( f(w)dw 
f z - 2.7f j Jc w - z 

Q. !!. traced . ill iQ! principal direction. 

By Cauchy1a integral formula in the complex case 

g(z,) = --1;.. J .g(w,)dw, i h(zi) = ..L 1 ·h(w3)dw 
~1(1. W1 - z1 1 ')..1('i W3 - z3 c~ c+ 

I 3 
· Case 1. · 

Case 2. 

=- j ij f(z) = f(z), by the lemma. 

In order to apply Cauchy's integral formula, a criterion 

is needed to determine if the curve is a P-plus curve or a P-minus 

curve. The remainder of this section will be devoted to establish-

ing such a criterion for plane curves. A plane is defined as the 
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set of points of the form z-n~+m~+(l-n)(l-m)rwhere n and 

m are real and t:><,fl, and ){' are three distinct points not on a 

line. For convenience the point z about which the integration 

is performed will be translated to the origin. Then the question 

asked becomes the following: 

Let P be a plane through the origin, and let C be a simple 

closed rectifiable curve in p. For which planes P will the curve be 

a .P-curve, and in which of those will the curve be a P~plus curve 

and in which will the curve be~ P-minus curve? 

It appears at once that a simple closed rectifiable curve 

in the complex plane is a P-plus curve, for there the result in 
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case 1 holds. By analogy it would be expected that the plane deter-

mined by the line z~k and the line z:kj(k real) contains P-minus 

curves. This is correct, as can be verified by the prond.sed criterion. 

For the proof of the validit~ of this criterion, a few 

elementary results from the geometry of four-dimensional Euclidean 

space will be needed. They ar_e undoubtedly well-lmmm. For the 

sake of completeness, these results will be formulated and proved. 

For the remainder of this section, advantage will be taken 

of the isomorphisms z,e1.-.z 1 and z3 e:,-z3 to establish results in 

the nil-planes by actually performing the computation for the 

z,- and z3 - planes. 

The first and second nil-planes vrill be referred to as 

conjugate to each other. 

Lemma 1. Let P be a plane through the origin which inter-

sects one of the nil-planes in a straight line. Then every point 

of P projects into the same straight line .in the conjugate nil-plane. 



Proofs In the defining formula of a plane, let be 

the origin and fJ a point on the line of intersection, thus a 

nil-factor, say /l,e,. Then a point in P is of the form lo<+mp', e,. 

The projection in the z3- plane is of the form lci<~. The set of 

such points lie on a line through the origin of the z~- plane. 

Lemma 2. Let P be a plane through the origin which has 

no other point in common with a nil-plane. Let O be a simple 

closed curve in P. Then the projection of O in the conjugate 

nil-plane is also a simple closed curve. 

Proofs The projections 01 and 03 of the curve O in the 

first and second nil-planes, respectively, are clearly closed. 

Suppose the second nil-plane is the one with which Pis assumed 

to have only the origin in common, and that 0 1 is not simple. 

Then for two different points o< and /3 on O, o< 1 -=I-fl,. Therefore 

o<'3 'F~• But then~-,8 is in P and ie a second nil-factor. This 

ie a contradiction, and the lemma follows. 

In the remainder of this section there will be a change 

of notation. A bioomplex point z will sometimes be represented 

as x~iy+jz+ijw, where x,y,z,w are real. It will always be clear 

which interpretation is meant. This will be useful in referring 

to the geometry of the four-dimensional apace. 

By separating the defining equation of a plane into its 

four components in this notation, letting~ be the origin, and 

eliminating - and min the resulting four equations, it is veri-

fied that a plane P through the origin may be represented by two 

homogeneous independent real linear equations: 

tAx +By +Oz +Du -= 0 
Ps 

ax +by -roz +du = 0 



The equation of a line may be represented by three homogeneous 

independent real linear wquations and a point by four such equa-

tions. The intersection of two planes may be a line or a point. 

Lemma?• Let P be a plane through the origin, other than 

! nil-plane. Let P be represented by the system of equations. 

[
Ax+By-rCz +Du = 0 

Pi 
ax+by +cz -t-du = 0 

Then P intersects the first nil-plane in a line if and only if 

A-rD B-C 
/:J. (P) == 

I 
a+d 

=O 

P intersects the second nil-plane in a line if and only if 

A -D 

a -d 

Bt 0 

b t- C 
=O 

Proofs The equations of the first nil-plane may be taken as 

(A) X - U = 0, y + z = 0 

The equations of the second nil-plane may be taken as 

(B) X + U = 0, -Y - z = 0 

The intersection of P and the first nil-plane is determined by 

solving the equations (A) with the equations P. These equations 

can have solutions other than (o,o,o,o) if and only if the deter-

minant of the system vanishes. This determinant is 

A B 
a b 
1 0 
0 1 

0 D 
C d 
0 -1 
1 O 

and is easily reduced to the determinant ~ 1(P). Similarly if the 

system consisting of equations P and (B) are solved simultaneously, 

the resulting determinant of the system reduces to /l,,_{P)o 
Lemma 4. Let P be a plane through the origin which does 

not intersect a nil-plane except at the origin. Let O be a circle 
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in P with center at o. Then the projection of O into the con-

jugate nil-plane is an ellipse. Here a circle is considered an 

ellipse, but a straight line segment is not. 

Proofs Let P be represented by the pair of _linear equations, 

(Ax+By+Oz-t-Du =O 

(P) (_ex+ by +-cz +du = O 

Then the circle will be the intersection of this plane with the 

hypersphere x1+y2-t-z~+u1 = rA. The projection of a point x +iy t- jz + iju 

in the z,- plane is z, =- (x+u)+i(y-z) and in the z:1- plane the pro-

jection is z 2 (x-u)+i(y+z). Then if in the z,- and z3 - plane, the 

usual rectangular cartesian coordinates are denoted here by Xi, 

Y1 and X_,, Y3 , 

(I) x+u = ~, y-z~Y.i. 

and 
('n) X - u = X:,, y + z = Y3 

The system of the four equations (I) and (P) may be solved for 

x,y,z,u as linear combinations of X1 ,Yi if and only if the deter-

minant of the system is non-zero • . By comparing equations (I) 
with equations (B) of lemma J, it is seen that this determinant 

is /lJP). Then if P does not intersect the second nil-plane in a 

line, the linear c.ombinations of X1 and Y 1 may be substituted in 

the equation of the hypersphere to obtain the equation of the 

projection of O in the z,- plane. This equation is quadratic. 

The curve is bounded. · By +emma 2 it is not degenerate. Therefore 

it is an ellipse. 

Similarly if P does not intersect the first nil-plane in a 

line, the projection of O in the z3 - plane is an ellipse. 



Theorem: Let!::_ plane E. through the origin be represented 

El. the system .E.{ equations: 

Let 

~,{P) = 

p . tAx+By+Cz+Du. = 0 

: ax ;-by -t-cz + du = O; 

A-\-D B-C 

a+d b-c 
ll~{P) = 

A,..D B-\-0 

a.-d b+c 

Let Q. be !. simple closed rectifiable in !: containing the 

origin in its interior (in the topology of the plane !:_). .Q. is 

!::_ P-curve if and only g: · A,(P) # 0 and' A&{P) :Po. Further Q. 

is .! P-plue if .Am_ and ~) of the ™ sign, 

a.nd Q. !!. .! P-minus if _fu(El and of different 

signs. 

Proof: If Pis a. nil-plane, then one of the determinants 

is zero, a.nd the curve O is not a P- curve. Otherwise, by 

lemmas 2 a.nd ;, 0 is a P- curve if ~,(P):j:0 and AlP):l=O. 

By lemmas 1 and 3, 0 is not a P- curve if either f:l, (P) or ~~(P) 

is zero. 

Now let ~,(P) a.nd /jj_P) be different from zero. Sine e 

C is a simple closed curve in P containing the origin in its in-

terior (in the topology of the plane P), the curve C contains in 

its interior a circle O in P with center at the origin. The 

projections of O will contain in their respective interiors the 

respective projections of o. The curve C will be a P-plus curve 

if and only if 'C is a P-plus curve. Thus without loss of gener-

ality it ma.y be assumed that C is a circle. 
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4;. 

Because the projections O,and 03 of the circle Oare ellipses 

by lemma 4, it will be found sufficient to consider only two points 

on O which are distinct and not at opposite ends of a diametero 

From the relative positions of these two points and their respective 

projections, it is possible to determine the directions in which 

o, and 0 3 are traced when O is traced in its principal directiono 

Thia will then determine if O is a P-plus or a P-minus curve. 

Let «: (a 11 b,,c,,d.) and tS: (a:z.,ba.,c~,di) be two distinct 

points on the circle O not at opposite ends of a diameter. Then 

o< = a, -t- b I i +c, j +d• i j =- [( a1 + d, ) + ( b, -c, ) ij e 1 ;- [( a 1 -d, ) + ( b, + c 1 ) tj e3 

,d =a,_+b2.itc 1 j+da,ij = [(ai+d 1 ) + (1¾_-c2.)iJ e, + [(a,.-d~) ;-(bit c1,.)i) e~ 

Since A,(P) and /}.,_(P) are not zero,oCand,8 cannot be nil-factors. 

Therefore let 

(a1 +d 1 ) t (b, -c, )i r, e18• ; 

(a.,;td:a,) + (b~-ca )ti == R,eiq,,; 

(a1-d,) +- (b1t-c, )i = r 2 e18-a 

( a,_-da_) t (b,_tc,_)i = R3e~g,~; 

Now the 

direction from°', top,on 01 , not passing through -0{, or -Pu will 

be positive if 

and negative if 

(Because of the symmetry of the projections and the assumption 

that c( and are distinct and not at opposite ends of a diameter, 

<p, - $ 1 cannot be an integral multiple of 1.f.) Thus the direction 

will possess the same sign as sin(<>, - 9,). Now 

A. ( a.ldi. )+(b2.-C3 )i --
VJ1 - e, = arg -· = arg ) ) or, ( ait-d I t( b1 -c, i 

=-arg i 



~
a,+ d, b 1-c,] 

=sign 
a,..tdi, b1-c,_ 

Similarly sign direction ::: sign ~in( ¢3 - eaj = sign torrespon ingj . · · ~a, -d, 

· on O 3 b1t c, 

Now by multiplication of determinants, using the fact 

that the points satisfy the equations of P 

ABOD a, 'a 1 :z. 0 0 0 A,..D B+o 

a b c d b, b~ 0 1 0 0 a-d b+o 
:: 

1 0 0-1 c, _c.,_ 0 1 a1 -d, a2.-di 1 0 

0 1 1 0 d, dt-1 0 b,-t O 1 b,.t C,. 0 1 

By reducing the determinants on the left to the second order 

and making the obvious LaPlace expansion by second order minors 

on the right 

or 

Thus 

A-+D B-0 • la,+d, b,-c, ,_ = IA,..D B+OI la1-d 1 

a+d b-c aa,+d,._ b,_-c1 a-d b+c • b,tc, 

A1(P}X 
a,._t-d,. 

a,._-d,., 
b,_ i"C;. 

sign 11,(P)X sign ri~:c~~o, "'sign t£P)J( sign ~i~~c5;0 j 
Thus if h,(P) and l11(P) have like signs,C is a P-plus 

curve; and if 6,(P) and /j,_(P) have unlike signs, 0 is a P-minus 

curve. 
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V. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 

Defini tiona Let lli]. be analytic in !. region.1_. If 

exists !_ region s~ch TCT' and !:. function that 

_fil.!)__!!_ analytic in T' and f(z)=g(z) for z in T, then the function 

!!l:! be said to continue the function lli]. analytically 

the region !• 
If f(z) · is a complex-valued function analytic in a region 

S of the complex plane (considered as a subset of the bicomplex 

space), it has previously been pointed out on page 5 that the ex-

pression f(z 1 )e1tf(z 3)e 3 defines· a bicomplex-valued analytic 

function of a bicomplex variable in the product region T of the 

component regions of s. Any analytic continuation of this function 

will also be referred to as an analytic continuation of f(z). 

It has also been pointed out previously that if f(z) is 

analytic in T and the component-regions are T, and T3 , then f(z) 

is automatically continued analytically into the product region 

and z3 in T3 • 

The usual ·method of analytical continuation by power series 

is applicable ·to the bicomplex space (see Futagawa (;)), and 

theorems similar to those in the complex c~ae can be estagliahed. 

The following question, already mentioned in the intro-

duction, has been raised by Futagawa (;)s 

Given a complex-valued function f(z) of a complex variable 

z; and a simple closed curve r in the complex plane. Suppose 

that f(z) is analytic in the interior of r, but that singularities 



of f(z) are everywhere dense on r. In other words, r is a 

natural boundary of f(z). Is _it ever possible to continue f(z) 

into the bicomplex space along a continuous path which inter-

sects the complex plane outside of r1 
Futagawa appears to answer this question in the affirm-

ative (Futagawa (?·), pages 80-120). However if f(z) is continued 

into the bicomplex space, then f(z) = f(z, )e,tf(z 3)e3 , and since 

for z complex, z, = z 3 =z, the projections f7 and G of the curve 
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in the z,- and z3- planes, respectively, are curves congruent tor, 

and are hence the natural boundaries of the component functions 

f(z 1) and f(z3 ), respectively. The projections of a continuous 

curve C in the bicomplex space joining a point inside r in the 

complex plane to a point outside r in the complex plane are 

continuous curves joining pairs of points similarly situated with 

respect to f.1 and r;', hence crossing f; and G1, respectively. 

Hence analytic continuation along C is impossible and the above 

question is answered in the negative. 



VI. EXTENSION OF VARIOUS THEOREMS TO THE BIOO:ViPLEX SPACE 

Many theorems from the theory of analytic functions of a 

complex variable can be extended with little or no change to the 

bicomplex space and proved by the Ringleb decomposition. Some 

examples chosen rather arbitrarily will be presented here. The 

maximum-minimum principle will be found to hold for l\f(z~II, jf(z)} 

and LE'( z • Schwarz' s lemma holds if the norm, llz \\, is used. 

The condition for equality has a modification, however. 

In theorems where the assumptions involve the behavior 

of an analytic function on a set of points Shaving a limit 

point interior to the region T of analyticity, such as Vitali 1s 

theorem and the uniqueness theorem for power series, the addi-

tional assumption must be made in the bicomplex case that the 

set of points does not l .ie in the nil-planes with respect to a 

finite number of points, and that the closure of the set of 

points is in T. The purpose of this last assumption is to pre-

vent S from consisting of the sum of two sets A and B such that 

A is contained in the nil-planes with respect to a finite number 

of points and yet has a limit point in T, while Bis not con-

tained in the nil-planes with respect to a finite number of 

points but has all its limit points on the boundary of T. 

Periodic functions generalize immediately. If the period 

is not a nil-factor, then the component functions are both periodic. 

The property of conformal mapping in the complex plane can 

of course not be expected to extend to the bicomplex case, as 

an example will confirm. 
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Maximum-minimum principle: Let !:(tl be analytic in !!:_ !.!l-

gion !• ™ of the expressions ~I, L[f(zi] , 2!. 

assume !. maximum 2.t !. non-~ minimum. !!.:1 !!:. !,g_ interior to !• 
Proofs lo Suppose llf(z)ij-=~V\g(z 1)\')..+\h(z3)\'- assumes 

a maximum at an interior point z 0 = z, 0 e,+z3° e 3 of T. Then 

\g(z, )j 2.t- Jh(z 3° )Ji assumes a maximum at z 1 .::- z 1°, an interior 

point of the component region T. This contradicts the maximum 

modulus principle in the complex theory. Thus llf(z)JJ cannot 

assume a maximum at an interior point of T. 

Suppose now that IJf(z)ij assumes a minimum at z =z 0 • Then 

~(z ,)l i +lh(z 3° )I). , and . therefore jg(z, )I, assumes a minimum 

at z 1:z.0 • Thus )g(z 1°~=0. Similarly \h(z 3°l=o. Therefore 

}lf(z)JJ is zero at z=z 0 • 

2. Let L[f(z~ have a maximum at z.=z 0 =-zte,tz 3° e.3 

interior to T. Recall that L[f(z~ = max [\g(zi )\, lh(z3)ij • 

Suppose, for instance, that lg(z, 0 )I '2 lh(z 3° )~ Then )g(z 1 )l has 

a maximum at z•:: z 1°. This cannot happen. Therefore L~(zi 

cannot have a maximum at an interior point of T. Now suppose 

L ~(z~ has a minimum other than zero at z 0 =- z, 0 e.-t z3° e3 in T 

and lg(z 1 ° )l >\h(z~• )~ Then again lg(z 1 )I has a non-zero minimum, 

which cannot happen. If jg(z 1 °~ ={h(z/)\ then either \g(z, )\ or lh(z3~ 

has a minimum, which· cannot happen. Thus L ~(z~ cannot have 

a non,..zero minimum. 

;o Suppose )f(z)l has a maximum at z == z 0 =- z,° e,+ z/ e3 

interior to T. Since \f(z)l =V\g(z1 )j • /h(z3 )J, then \g(z, )j•J)i(zj~ 
has a maximum at z a.=-z 1°. This cannot happen. Similarly lf(z)\ 

cannot have a non-zero minimum. 



Schwarz' s lemma, Let analytic in hypersphere 

llzll<.R. }lf(z)\\<M fo~ \lzU.c:.R, and let f(O)=O. 

l[f(z)\I M~z\\ 

f.Q£ llzU<. R, ~equality£!!! h214 if !m!, only!£. ilil=* Kz, 

where !f. is bicomplex constant that llKI\ = \K\ =- 1. 

Proof: Since f'(O)=o, g(O) :::h(0)==-0. Let (z.)<R'Y2 

and z 3 = o. Then \\ZII < R, and llf(z }ft-<. M, by huPothesis. There-

fore jg(z 1 )I < MV2 for \z,l < R1/2. By Schwarz I s lemma for the 

complex case 

lg(z, )j !:!\z,\ 
R 

for \zil < R"\12 and equality holds only if g( z 1 ) = MK, z 1 , where 
R 

lh(z3)} M.1z3\ 
R 

for jz 3 1-<. FCf2 and equality bolds only if h(z3): !1 K3 z3 , where 
R 

IK3 j =l. Then for \\zU4 R, 

l\f ( z )\I = -kl-\g-( z-,-) 1-'l. +-\-h(-z.3_)_1?. 5 W 

and equality holds only if 

Mflzlj 
R 

f(z) = !:! K1z 1 e,t-M_K~z3 e3 ::!1 Kz, 
R R R 

where K=K-.e1+K3e 3 with \K 1\-:= l and \K 3 j, 1. This is the case if 

and only if llKU =IKJ -:: 1. 

Definition: Let fnhl an infinite eeguence of]&-

complex-valued functions, defined £a!.!!&§.. The sequence~ 

be termed uniformly convergent if!£!: every E>O ~exists~ 
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If the f~(z) are analytic for all nit is easily verified 

that a necessary and sufficient condition for fn(z) to converge 

uniformly on S is that gl\(z 1) converges uniformly on S1 and 

h 11(z3 ) converges uniformly on S.3• 

Vitali 1 e Oonvergence Theorems Let~) .!?!., sequence -2! 
functions, analytic !E: region 1• Let 

\lf "(z)ll M 

fE!.. every £; !2!, every in 1, let !n(.tl ~, 

!.!:_ -~ .§. of points is not contained in !El.-

planes respect to finite number of points, and such that 

the closure of .§. is !E: 1• !n,hl tends uniformly to ,! 

.Q.!l closed subset .2f. 1, ~limit~ therefore~ analytic 

function .2f. in !• 
Proofs Since llfri(z)ll~M, lg(zJ\~M,'2 and lh(z-a)I~ M'V2. 
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The projections s, and S3 of the set Sare infinite point sets 

having a limit point in T1 and T3 , respectively, since the closure 

of Sis in T, and Sis not contained in the nil-planes with re-

spect to a finite number of points~ Therefore Vitali 1s conver-

gence theorem applies to the g'l(z 1) and h~z,3), which are uniformly 

convergent in every closed subset of T, and T3 , respectively. 

Thus the sequence fn(z) is uniformly convergent in every closed 

subset of T. 

Thie section will be concluded by 'an example to show that 

even if an analytic function f(z) is assumed to have a derivative 

different from zero or a nil-factor at a point, the mapping per-

formed by f(z) _need not preserve angles in the bicomplex space. 

The example will be based on the following& 



Lemma: The transformation w = az+-b, where a is not equal 

to zero or a nil-factor, takes every straight line into a 

straight line. 

Proofs Let,:;,( and /j be two distinct points on the line. 
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Then aC(t- b ,l:-a.Bt-b. On the line, z is of the form k"<t(l-k),B, 

where k is real. Then az+b-=af!c°"+(l-k)~}tb=k(aoe'+b)t(l-k)(a.B-tb), 

which is a straight line through the distinct points ao(+ b and 

ap+b. 

Examples Consider the transformation w=(1e 1te 3)zo Thie 

function is analytic in the entire space. The derivative has 

the constant value 2e1+e3 , which is not zero or a nil-factor. 

Now let the bicomplex variable z be denoted by x+iy~jz+ijU where 

x,y,z,~ are real. In the plane x =-0, .a-=O, consider the lines 

y =-0 and y = z. These lines intersect at the origin at an angle 

of-,.. By the lemma the transformation takes these lines into 

lines again. But a point on the line y = z is a nil-factor and 

the transformation leaves the line fixed; while a point on the 

line y=O is of the form kj, where k is real. Then 

(ie,-te3)kj =-½ ki+fkj 

which determines the line x=O, "=O, .?Y+Z =O and this line 

does not make an angle of with the line y = z. 



V·II. TAKASU 1S ALGEBRA 

Takaeu (9) has considered the theory of functions of a 

generalized bicomplex variable 

z = x,+jx,.+-j '(x2+jx"°) 

where ·'- . J = .A.t+ ... J, j' '"=- Jl • t Y'
1 j • , and J.t, v,» 1 

, v' , are real constants 

and x, ,x,_,x3 ,x4 are real variables. The fundamental operations 

are defined by requiring the usual formal laws of operation to 

hold. The system of such numbers z is seen to be an associative 

commutative linear algebra with the mod~lua ltOj+j '(O+oj), de-

noted by 1 (see Dickson (1), pages 4-7). 

In view of Ringleb 1s decomposition theorem one might aeks 

For what values of .,u,V',)l1 ,v' is this system reducible? Scheffers 

has given the following criterion: (See Dickson (1), page 27.) 

A linear associative algebra A with a modulus is reducible 

if and only if it contains an element x~O,l such that x ~= x and 

xz = zx for every element z of A. An equivalent condition is that 

there exist in .A an element y*±l such that y "'= 1 and yz == zy for 

every z in A. 

Proof of equivalence: Assume that there exists x:;o,1 

such that x :t= x. Then (2.x-1) 2. = 4x'--4x+l = 4(x2.-x)+l = 1. Since 

x#O, then 2x-1:#-l; since x:,&l, then '2x-1:;!:l. 

Conversely, assume that there exists y such that y~l, 

and y~:tl. Then [½(y+-1~2..:: ¼(y'-+2ytl) =¼(1+2y+l) =¼(2y+2) =-½(y+l). 

Since y;c +1, then ½(y+-1) 11; since y;i:-1, then ½(y+l)~ O. 

Clearly y·commutes with every element z of A if and only 

if x commutes with Zo 
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Further ~(1-y~~ = ¼(Y'-2ytl) =f(2-2y) = f(l-y). And 

½(1-ty) • ½(1-y) = ½(1-ya.) = o. Thus -i(l+y) and ½(1-y) are idem-

potent divis~& of zero (nil-factors). 

To simplify the computation through which it will be de-

termined for what values of ».,v,~1 ,v' the system is reducible, 

the definitions of j~ and j' 2 will be transformed in the fol-

lowing way. 

Since j~=Vjtit, then (2j-vt.c 4j"-4vj+v""=--4Tj"°4u.-4',:J~v'-= 

=4.u+v'-. If v"+4Jt ;,,O, then lv-"+4u is real, and 

If vi+4.u <O, then V-(v,.+4») is real, and 

J-... --2 . - ~,. 
• 1 

If' y'ltlw. = O., then 

(2j-v)'-~ 0 

Similarly from the equation defining j'\ 

~2.=l if vr"-1-4.1t' > 0 
:ll 

. 2j' _.,. r-lf-~v•i.+ 4µ' - 1 if V''2.t-4µ' 0 

(2j -v•)'-=o if v•,.t4.u' =- O 

These relations divide the algebra into nine cases, which 

may be reduced to five by isomorphisms. If the relations are re-

presented briefly as K2 = 1, K"==-1, K ~=O, and K'J.=l, K'2.=-l, K' '; O, 

then the cases may be tabulated as f'ollowss 

1 -1 0 

1 A B 0 

-1 D E F 
0 G H :J 



The cases Band Dare seen to be isomorphic simply by 
I interchanging Kand K. Case Eis seen to be isomorphic to 

B d D • ( , )2. casses an , since KK 1, and the elements Kand KK 1of 

case E can be made to correspond to the elements Kand K1of 

case B. By interchanging Kand K' it is also seen that cases 

C and Gare isomorphic and that cases Hand Fare isomorphic. 

These facts summarized in tabular form becomes 

i ' 1 -1 0 
1 I II III 

-1 II II IV 
0 III IV V 

Cases I, II, and III are reducible since they contain an 

element whose square is unity, and the system is commutative. 

Case II is, of course, that of the ordinary bicomplex variable 

discussed in the previous sections of this paper. 
:t '1 In case IV, let K :: -1, and K · Oo The elements e 1 = l, 

e),,=K, e 3 ... K', e 3 =KK' form a basis with the multiplication 

table 

e, e 2. 83 

ea. -e, 84 

83 84 0 

84 -e,a 0 

Then if a,b,c,d are real, 

Thia is equal to one ,f and only if 

a•- b?-= 1 

ab=- 0 

ac-bd = 0 

ad+bc = 0 

84 

-e,3 
0 

0 



This system of equations has only two solutions, a== ±1, 

b -:c =-d ==O. Thus the algebra in case IV is irreducible. 

In case V, K-a=-0 and K' '; o. The elements e 1 =-1, e,_ = K, 

e+:::KK' form a basis with the multiplication table 

e, e 1. 83 e 4 

e :i. 0 -84- 0 

e, 8+ 0 0 

84 0 0 0 

Then if a,b,c,d are real 

(ae,+be,.+ce3+de~/ ::s a'"'e,t 2abe~+2ace3+2(ad+bc)e+ 

This is equal to one if and only if 

al.:: l 
ab=O 
ac =O 

ad+bc = 0 

This system of equations has only two eolutionsJ a=± 1, 

b c : d = O. Thus the algebra in case V is irreducible. 

Many questions about the function theory in the separate 

cases can be raised. Case I decomposes into four separate eub-

algebras, which are each isomorphic to the algebra of real numbers. 

Then to what extent will the theory of functions in case I resemble 

that of a complex or ordinary bicomplex variable? 

Cases IV and V have nil-potent elements, for which all 

power series would terminate. Case IV contains the complex number 

system as a sub-algebra. Then is it possible, or again impossible 

(see section V), to continue a complex-valued analytic function of 

a complex variable in this space beyond its natutal boundary in 

the complex plane? 
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